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3D colour image data generated for the recording of small museum objects and archaeological finds 

are highly variable in quality and fitness for purpose. Whilst current technology is capable of 

extremely high quality outputs, there are currently no common standards or applicable guidelines in 

either the museum or engineering domain suited to scientific evaluation, understanding and 

tendering for 3D colour digital data.  

This presentation will report on the design process, development and use of a new portable test 

object suited to sensor evaluation and the provision of user acceptance metrics. The test object is 

specifically designed for museums and heritage institutions and includes known surface and 

geometric properties which support quantitative and comparative imaging on different systems 

which support quantitative and comparative imaging on different systems. 

Work is on-going to develop the validation protocol in order to provide a practical guideline for 

evaluating several fundamental imaging principles including: high-resolution 3D colour laser 

scanning, close range digital photogrammetry, handheld laser scanning and RTI. The supporting 

protocol will allow object reference data to be included in the data processing workflow and is 

informed and validated by user testing by museum professionals with specific reference to 

conservation and curation. 

In the medium term we seek to empower CH specialists to be able to provide and exchange precise 

specifications of the digitizing process for the creation of sustainable and traceable digital surrogates 

and digital assets which are fit for purpose and augment understanding about the value of their 

artefacts. This capability will ensure that high end 3D content generation is fit for the intended 

purpose and that data captured today is sustainable for a wide range of scientific uses into the 

future. 

The research also includes colorimetric 3D recording and display and the development of a method 

of processing a digital image set captured in a hemispherical RTI illumination dome to extract surface 

normals by the photometric stereo technique. When combined with the geometry from a 3D laser 

scanner this enables an accurate and highly detailed digital terrain model to be generated of an 

object’s surface topography. 
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